








































struggle to understand speech on TV [2]
Key Issues identified:
18% 
balance between audio objects
accents and clarity of  speech
47% 





Subtitles (*100%), signing (*5%), audio description (*10%) – Ofcom mandated
VoD now covered under Digital Economy Act (2017)
On speech levels and speech clarity[4]
Guidance only











































































New opportunity for 
accessible TV
Shirley	&	Ward	– Intelligibility	vs.	Comprehension	 June	2018	






























































Engineering	Society	Convention	138.	Audio	Engineering	Society,	2015. Shirley	&	Ward	– Intelligibility	vs.	Comprehension	 June	2018	
Early Object-based approaches
Dialogue Enhancement






























Intelligibility vs. Comprehension 







Intelligibility vs. Comprehension 
Intelligibility: Proportion of words correctly heard







Intelligibility vs. Comprehension 
Intelligibility: Proportion of words correctly heard







Intelligibility vs. Comprehension 
Intelligibility: Proportion of words correctly heard











Effect of non-speech sounds
Normal Hearing[13]
Shirley	&	Ward	– Intelligibility	vs.	Comprehension	 June	2018	





Effect of non-speech sounds
Normal Hearing[13]
[13]	Ward,	Lauren,	et	al.	"The	effect	of	situation-specific	non-speech	acoustic	cues	on	the	intelligibility	of	speech	





Mild Moderate Severe Profound
Very	Useful MaskersUsefulness	of	
Sound	Effects
Effect of non-speech sounds
Hard of Hearing[14]
Shirley	&	Ward	– Intelligibility	vs.	Comprehension	 June	2018	
Implementation of an object based clean audio solution for 



















Audio	Engineering	Society 65.4	(2017):	293-303. Shirley	&	Ward	– Intelligibility	vs.	Comprehension	 June	2018	
Implementation of an object based clean audio solution for 
hearing impaired viewers using DTS:X and MDA [15]
Accessible Broadcast Audio Customisation
Shirley	&	Ward	– Intelligibility	vs.	Comprehension	 June	2018	
Assessing quality for new access services 
Shirley	&	Ward	– Intelligibility	vs.	Comprehension	 June	2018	
It’s complicated…
Assessing quality for new access services 
Shirley	&	Ward	– Intelligibility	vs.	Comprehension	 June	2018	
It’s complicated…
Object-based personalisation facilitates useful solutions 
but
…evaluation becomes a complex problem
Assessing quality for new access services 
Shirley	&	Ward	– Intelligibility	vs.	Comprehension	 June	2018	
No ‘one size fits all’ solution for accessibility means no ‘one size 
fits all’ solution for evaluating quality
It’s complicated…
Object-based personalisation facilitates useful solutions 
but
…evaluation becomes a complex problem
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